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INTRODUCTION

I N A RECENT study of primitive erythroblasts,’ it was shown that cytoplasmic

areas originaLy interpreted as hyaloplasm by hematologists actually represent

negative images of underlying cell organoids-mitochondria and Golgi elements.

This finding immediately unfolded many interesting problems concerning erytho-

blasts in general, especially since it was shown that cell organoids may be pre-

served in good dry smears. How long do mitochondria retain their vitamin A

content? Do the more mature erythroblasts contain mitochondria which have lost

their affinity for acid fuchsin and supravital dyes? How long do mitochondria

persist in non-nucleated corpuscles of the primitive and definitive generations?2’3

What happens to the chromophilic and chromophobic portions of the Golgi ele-

ment as primitive erythroblasts mature?4 Do these elements contain vitamin C?5

How do these organoids respond under the influence of antipernicious anemia sub-

stances?

In order to investigate some of these problems various preparations were made

from the 15 day rat embryonic liver. A study of lymphoid cells (i.e., any ccl] with

hasophilic, nongranular cytoplasm, regardless of its nuclear detail) by means of

phase microscopy revealed the presence of more cell organoids, particularly mito-

chondria, in definitive erythroblasts than had been observed in primitive erythro-

blasts. Furthermore, most of these organoids were contained in the thin layers of

cytoplasm above and below nuclei as seen in dry smears. Although it had been

observed previously that some sudanophilic material may be distributed in these

regions in primitive erythroblasts from ii day rat embryos,’ the significance of this

finding was not appreciated fully until rat and human fetal liver material were

studied. Since the implications derived from these observations might markedly

alter present day concepts in practical and theoretic morphologic hematology,6 it

was deemed necessary to forego the other problems and to undertake the present

one dealing with nuclei as seen in dry smears.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Most of the material used for the present investigation was obtained from 136

livers of i� day rat embryos from i � pregnant Wistar rats, blood from ii and i� day

From the Department of Anatomy, School of Medicine, University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
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968NUCLEAR STRUCTURE VS. NUCLEAR PATTERN

embryonic rat yolk sacs, and lymph nodes from adult rats. Human material was

obtained from the livers of 4 fetuses ranging 3 tO 44 months old.* Dry smears of

embryonic livers and lymph nodes from adult rats were made by touching their cut

surfaces to a cover slip, smearing them slightly and then drying rapidly. Some of

these were stained with the May-Grunwald-Giemsa combination of Pappenheim,

using buffered distilled water for dilution. Others were mounted, unstained, in a

drop of 10 per cent formalin (� per cent formaldehyde), and ringed with vaseline

for study by phase microscopy.’ Some of these preparations have remained in good

condition for 12.-14 months. Moist smears following Zenker-formol fixation were

mounted unstained in glychrogel for study by phase microscopy. In order to study

both sides of stained blood cells, small square cover slip preparations were mounted

in dante on � X 6o mm. cover slips. Supravital preparations were made by im-

mersing the yolk sacs and embryonic livers in saline solutions of neutral red

(i: io,ooo), dahlia violet (i : 2.o,ooo) and janus green (i : 2.o,ooo and i : 40,030). The

first two were also used in combination according to Baker.3 After the material

had been in these solutions for fifteen to twenty minutes at room temperature, it

was swished in a drop of the same solution on a clean slide in order to free some

blood cells, cover slipped and sealed with vaseline. Small pieces of yolk sac were

also flattened and mounted. Permanent mitochondrial preparations were made in

a manner slightly different from that reported previously. Dry smears were fixed in

a formol-M#{252}ller’s fluid (1:9) for two to three hours, washed briefly in distilled

water and placed in i per cent osmic acid for one-half to one hour in the dark. They

were washed and stained with aniline acid fuchsin as described before.’ The dis-

tribution and localization of lipoid material was studied with the aid of Sudan

black.’ The presence of vitamin A was detected by using the Carr-Price reagent.’

Phase microscopy has been a great aid in studying the cytoplasm of unstained

cells,’6 as well as in making optical sections through nuclei. Four diffraction

plates were used as follows: o.iA+o.i�X for a preliminary survey of material;

o.15A-o.L5X for detailed examinations and camera lucida work; I.oB-o.2.5X in

conjunction with supravital preparations, and 2..5B-o.33X alone or in conjunction

with Sudan black preparations. The first diffraction plate produced bright contrast

whereas the last three produced dark contrast.7 � A Spencer research microscope

equipped with apochromatic objectives and i cjX compensating oculars was used.

OBSERVATIONS

A. Blood From s.c Day Rat Embryos

Although this paper deals chiefly with observations made on lymphoid cells in

embryonic liver, it seems advisable to report results of certain preliminary studies

on blood from the ‘� day rat embryo. This material was obtained by pipetting

blood from the heart or vitelline vessels.

i. May-Grunwald-Giemsa Preparations. Over two thirds of the cells were nucleated

and about 8� per cent of these belonged to the primitive erythroblastic series or

pre-hepatic generation. The cytoplasm usually stained polychromatophil and it

*Kindlv furnished by the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Buffalo General Hospital.
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OLIVER P. JONES 969

contained some juxtanuclear light areas not unlike these referred to as the area of

the cytocentrum. The nuclei were in various stages of pyknosis.

i. Formol-Sudan Black Preparations. The most constant finding was a juxtanuclear

clump of sudanophilic material. This appeared as a cluster of vacuoles (sudano-

phobic) in contact with solid sudanophilic spheres, or surrounded by sudanophilic

rings or crescents. The majority of these clusters seemed to behave as a unit al-

though a few were scattered throughout the cytoplasm. Some faintly grayish fila-

ments and small spheres or granules were also present. In nearly every instance the

pyknotic nuclei had a remnant of what appeared to be a nucleolus. It was a very

rare occurrence to find sudanophilic material trapped between the nucleus and the

cover slip, or beneath it.

3. Phase Microscopy. Unstained dry smears of yolk-sac and heart blood mounted

in JO per cent formalin were examined with dark contrast phase microscopy lenses

(.i5A-�x and i.�B-4X). There was a remarkable degree of correlation between the

morphology and distribution of dark structures as seen with phase microscopy and

those seen in Sudan black preparations. The main difference was that the sudano-

philic structures varied in color from faint gray to blue black, whereas the dark

contrast structures appeared uniformly black. At no time did sudanophobic struc-

tures appear dark with phase microscopy. Pyknotic nuclei showed much more

structure with phase microscopy than they did in May-Grunwald-Giemsa prepa-

rations. Nearly every nucleus contained one or more bodies which appeared to he

the remnants of nucleoli. The large, non-nucleated primitive erythrocyte-not

unlike some definitive erythrocytes2’3-frequently contained quite a few organoids.

4. Supravital Studies. Mitochondria in cells freed from yolk sacs of i� day rat

embryos did not stain as intensely as they did in cells from ii day rat embryos,’

and very often they appeared more finely divided. Although some filaments were

faintly green, the color was uniform throughout their entire length. In neutral

red-dahlia preparations, the neutral red was usually limited to a juxtanuclear

cluster of vacuoles. Sometimes one or more of these vacuoles would also be found

elsewhere in the cytoplasm. In successful preparations the dahlia would stain rings,

crescents and spheres associated with the neutral red vacuoles. When pressure was

applied to the cover slip, the cells moved about in a rolling fashion. In such cases

the juxtanuclear clump of neutral red vacuoles behaved as a unit, maintaining their

relative position within the cell and with respect to each other.

‘�. Comment. It was reported previously that freshly dried films of primitive

erythroblasts from i i day rat embryos preserved cytoplasmic detail to an extra-

ordinary degree.’ Preliminary studies indicate that the same also obtains for blood

from the i� day rat embryo. Structures in dry smears which appear as sudanophobic

vacuoles, or as light vacuoles with dark contrast phase microscopy have the ability,

in supravital preparations, to segregate a basic dye like neutral red. Some of these

vacuoles may be surrounded with a sudanophilic ring or crescent which occasion-

ally stains with dahlia in supravital preparations.

This staining in the nucleated primitive erythroblast with neutral red differs

from that originally studied in the erythrocyte by Israel and Pappenheim9 and more

recently by Ralph3 in that these vacuoles were not newly formed, but preformed
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970 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE VS. NUCLEAR PATTERN

structures demonstrable in the unstained dry fixed smear mounted in io per cent

formalin and the living condition with phase microscopy. Dustin’#{176}has reported

similar findings in erythrocytes of Rana and Axolotl, and he has identified these

vacuolar structures with the Golgi element. Since preliminary studies on i� day

rat primitive erythroblast show that preformed vacuoles are surrounded by argen-

tophilic as well as sudanophilic material, it seems that the mammalian primitive

erythroblast has a Golgi element similar to that described for erythrocytes of lower

vertebrates.’0” .12 Such a Golgi element or apparatus is certainly not an artifact

produced by over osmification as claimed by Ralph3 for erythrocytes of the lower

vertebrates.

Newly formed neutral red vacuoles not associated with these juxtanuclear

structures were present sometimes. Dustin’#{176}has shown that these vacuoles appear

when nucleoprotein is present. Apparently when neutral red acts on the cytoplasm

of cells containing basophilic substances in a diffuse state, the nucleoproteins

become partly separated in a newly formed liquid phase and are segregated along

with the dye in vacuoles. This will be considered again in section B 2..

B. Smears of ij Day Rat Embryonic Liver.

i. Phase Microscopy. Until the present, all previous observations had been made

on primitive erythroblasts. In order to determine whether or not the same condi-

tions obtained for definitive erythroblasts (the second or normoblastic generation

of red cells), unstained dry smears of embryonic livers mounted in io per cent for-

maIm (� per cent formaldehyde) were examined. A cursory examination of this

material with a bnightfield microscope revealed cells laden with numerous organ-

oids, which were trapped between the nucleus and cover slip. Figure ia shows the

best detail which could be brought out by reducing the condenser diaphragm

aperture to N.A. 0.45. When this same cell was examined with bright and dark

contrast phase microscopy, it was possible to bring out the finer details of these

organoids. This method showed that ring forms (like minute doughnuts) and

filaments over the nucleus (i.e., between the nucleus and cover slip) had the same

morphology as organoids in the cytoplasm. As shown in figure i, b and c, some of

the filaments extend from the cytoplasm beyond the nuclear membrane and con-

tinue over the nuclear area. By careful focusing it was also possible to demonstrate

that some ring forms had been trapped between the nucleus and cover slip over the

nucleolar area. It was also noteworthy that optical sections of nucleoli by means

of phase microscopy appeared more like those seen in tissue sections after Zenker-

formol fixation than theydid those in dry fixed smears after methyl alcohol fixation.

Similar observations were made on many cells in several preparations, one of

which is illustrated in figure i, d, e, and f. This, like the one above, corresponds

to those illustrated by Maximow#{176} as large lymphocytes and cell ‘A” (transition

of a mesenchyme cell to pronormoblast) in the article by Kirschbaum and

Downey.’4 Such a cell is very interesting because all of the organoids in the thin

layer of cytoplasm over the nuc1eus (i.e. between the nucleus and coverslip) are

either ring or elliptical forms ranged in a column one behind the other in a depres-

sion between two nucleoli. In the cytoplasm beyond the nuclear membrane, similar
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OLIVER P. JONES 97’

forms are present but instead of being orientated on their edge or tilted, they are

on their sides, giving the appearance of a circle or minute doughnut. These organ-

oids are at a lower cytoplasmic level than those over the nucleus, consequently they

are out of focus. In this cell, no filamentous forms are trapped between the nucleus

and cover slip. In quite a few instances the filamentous forms beyond the nuclear

membrane had a dilated terminal area which appeared to he forming the elliptical

and ring-form organoids. Although this is beyond the scope of the present article,

it would seem that the filaments are not increasing in length by the addition of

Fio. i . Photomicrographs of unstained definitive ervthrohlasts (normoblasts) from z� day embryonic

liver mounted in Io per cent formalin. Mitochondria are shown in layer of cytoplasm between nucleus and

cover slip. Cells a and d, no phase, magnification 1835 diameters. Cells b and e, bright contrast phase,

magnification i8ao diameters. Cells c and f, dark contrast phase, magnification i8ao diameters. All

photomicrographs in figures i and 2. were furnished through the courtesy of the Research Division, Amer-

ican Optical Company, Scientific Instrument Division, Buffalo, N. Y.

material, hut rather that they are becoming shorter by producing other forms.

Granular and coccoid forms of organoids are also present.

The selection of 10 per cent formalin (� per cent formaldehyde or Baker’s formol

calcium) as a fixing and mounting media was made on the basis that, after studying

unstained cells by means of phase microscopy, they could be stained with Wright’s

stain or Sudan black. It is now known that the choice of this mounting media has

the following additional advantages. First, phase microscopy works best when

there are small optical path differences between the specimen and the surrounding
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972. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE Vs. NUCLEAR PATTERN

media. Baker’5 has also pointed out that greater use should he made of aqueous

media with a refractive index approximating that of water rather than ones in

which the index is like that of glass. Another advantage in using this mounting

media is that the cells in dry smears imbibe fluid and swell somewhat. This makes

it possible to study more accurately optical sections through various cell layers

above, through and beneath the nucleus.

Optical sections of numerous cells were made and studied with bright and dark

Fin. z. Optical sectioning by phase microscopy of unstained definitive ervthrblast (normnblasts)

from m� day mhrvon,c rat liver mounted in mo per cent formalmn. Cells a, b and c show optical sections

with bright contrast phase above, through and beneath nucleus respectively. Mitochondria appear

�rmght. Cells d, c, and f show a siniilar s:r,ec with dark contrast phase. Magnification i8io diameters.

phase microscopy first through the thin layer of cytoplasm between the cover slip

and the nucleus, then through the nucleus and finally through the thin layer on the

other side of the nucleus. The cell in figure 2. is representative of this group. By

using a fine adjustment control scale, these three levels had the following uncor-

rected vertical sizes, respectively �, i and 4 microns. Optical sections through these

levels showed that dry smears of lymphoid cells actually cause the nucleus to be

sandwiched between two thin layers of cytoplasm which contain well preserved

�irganoids. In figures ib and ie, the structures to the left and above the cell center
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OLIVER P. JONES 973

represent organoids out of focus which were actually in the layer of cytoplasm

beneath the nucleus.

A microscopist continually turns the fine adjustment control in order to bring

as many structures into focus as possible and thereby gain perspective. Conse-

quently, such a view is not well illustrated by a single photomicrograph. However,

by making a camera lucid a drawing it is possible to represent most of the structures

found on either side of a given optical section. In figure 3, all of the drawings repre-

sent unstained cells as seen with dark contrast phase microscopy and correspond

to some of the photomicrographs in figures i and 2.. Drawings in figure 3, i-c, i-f

FiG. 3. Camera lucida drawings of definite erythroblasts (normoblasts) shown by dark contrast phase

microscopy in figures and a. Most of the organoids are mitochondria. Original magnification a��o

diameters; reduction about one-third.

and 2.-d show all of the organoids in the thin layer of cytoplasm between the flat-

tened nucleus and the cover slip. Dark contrast was so striking in these preparations

that a casual observer might readily believe the preparations had been stained with

either Sudan black or iron hematoxylin. Note that structures in the cytoplasm are

in general similar to those situated over the nuclear area. In figure 3, drawings 2.-C

and 2.-f depict what is seen in optical sections through and beneath the nucleus.

It was surprising to find cell contour changed with various levels. This three

dimensional variation is not appreciated in dry smears fixed in methyl alcohol. The

important thing derived from these observations was that distribution of organoids

within the two thin layers of cytoplasm is neither uniform nor equal.
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974 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE VS. NUCLEAR PATTERN

However, there does seem to be a general rule governing the distribution of these

organoids in lymphoid cells. The cells in figure 4, A and B-i, represent two adjacent

FIG. �. camera lucida drawings of definitive erythroblasts (normoblasts) as seen with (lark contrast

phase microscopy in three optical sections. Cells A and Bi show distribution of mitochondria in layer of

cytoplasm between cover slip and nucleus. Cells B2 and B’ show optical sections at different levels. Dia-

gram illustrates cross section of erythroblast suspended from cover slip in io per cent formalin. Arrange-

ment and legends were made by M. D. Diedrich, Director of Medical Illustration, University of Buffalo.

cells in which the distribution of organoids in the same optical sections differed

inversely. In other words, the layer of cytoplasm above the nucleus in cell A is like

the layer beneath the nucleus in cell B with respect to the amount of organoids.
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OLIVER P. JONES 975

An impression was gained, however, that perhaps more lymphoid cells had the

majority of their organoids in the cytoplasm beneath the nucleus than above in

coverslip preparations. Very likely the distribution of organoids depends upon such

variables as degree of flattening, speed of the drying process and resultant thickness

of the cytoplasmic layers. In an optical section through the nucleus, figure;, B-i,

one is again impressed by the appearance of the nucleolus. In figure �, B-;, the

optical section shows that layer contains about as many organoids as the higher

level in cell A. The relative vertical sizes of these three levels were 2.5, 2..O and ;.o

microns respectively. In other words, organoids are most numerous in the thicker

layer of cytoplasm. It is very likely that the reason why the majority of cells have

fewer organoids in the layer between the nucleus and the cover slip was due to the

labile condition of the cytoplasm at the time the imprint or smear was made. Cyto-

plasm displaced from this position would tend to carry organoids around the edge

of the flattening nucleus and distribute them in the thicker layer.

2.. Supravital Studies. Although phase microscopy makes it possible to see struc-

tures in unstained dry smears, the problem of identifying them and learning some-

thing of their nature remains. Hence, various dyes were used for supravital studies.

The most successful of these was Janus green in dilutions of i : io,ooo and i :40,000.

Definitive erythroblasts (normoblasts) in these preparations were laden with green

colored mitochondria corresponding in number, size, shape and distribution to

most of the structures illustrated in figures a-�;. They were so numerous it seemed

that little room remained for other organoids. This was particularly true of pro-

normoblasts and transitional cells between them and the mesenchyme. Ring-forms

appeared as rods, ellipses or circles depending upon their orientation. The filaments

were quite uniform. The number of mitochondria above and beneath nuclei was

most impressive. So much so, that it is impossible to imagine how these cells could

be smeared and dried without trapping many mitochondria in these locations.

Practically all of these observations were made on the youngest cells and only

slight consideration was given to the mitochondria in later stages of erythroblastic

development. However, it was noted that the mitochondria tended to be more

uniformly coccoid as maturation progressed. After one half hour, most mito-

chondria commenced to fade so that practically no green was visible by one hour

after the preparation was made. However, in one sealed preparation kept at room

temperature, the mitochondria remained colored for six hours.

Dahlia violet and neutral red brought out very few structures in preparations

standing less than one hour. There was a slight indication that dahlia would tint

some mitochondria. When the concentration of dahlia was increased to 1 10,000

a few dark solid spheres and crescents did take the stain rather intensely. These are

probably portions of the Golgi element.4 Neutral red vacuoles did not appear in

the definitive erythroblasts as readily as they did in the primitive ones. After livers

had been kept in the dye solution for one hour there was a sporadic and sluggish

formation of neutral red vacuoles and granules. They were more numerous and

larger in preparations kept for five to six hours. Dornesco and Steopoem’ reported

a similar difficulty in staining fish erythrocytes. One particular advantage in using

fetal livers for studying erythropoiesis is that terminal developmental stages of
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976 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE VS. NUCLEAR PATTERN

primitive erythroblasts are present in the circulating blood. Hence, in either dry

smears or supravital preparations it is possible to study early definitive erythro-

blasts (pronormoblasts) as well as primitive ones in the later stages of their devel-

opment. The latter develop neutral red vacuoles fairly rapidly in preformed struc-

tures before the former show any signs of reacting to the dye. When neutral red

does appear in young definitive erythroblasts it does not seem to involve preformed

structures. According to Dustin’#{176} this difference in the reaction of erythroblasts to

neutral red is due not only to the presence of preformed vacuoles but to the condi-

tion of cytoplasmic nucleoproteins. In young erythroblasts the basophilia is stable

but in those with considerable hemoglobin the basophilia is labile. For further

consideration of this topic, see Dustin’s discussion.’#{176}

3. Sudan Black Preparations. In a previous study’ it was shown that there was a

good correlation between the distribution of mitochondria and the presence of

lipoid material. Furthermore, pictures obtained with Sudan black in primitive

erythroblasts of the i a-day rat embryo corresponded very well to those of unstained

cells seen with dark contrast phase microscopy. Hence, it was quite natural to

expect that mitochondria in Sudan black preparations of erythroblasts in the i�

day embryonic liver might look like the cells in figures 3 and 4. Unfortunately, this

was not the case. There was very little sudanophilic material in pronormoblasts of

the second generation as compared with primitive erythroblasts from the ii day

yolk sac. Mitochondria appeared as very faint grey ring forms and filaments. In

spite of this, it was possible to show that these organoids were distributed in the

cytoplasm above and beneath the nucleus. If, as Lison and Baker claim,4”6 Sudan

black demonstrates the distribution of total lipoid, then mitochondria in these two

cell types differ markedly in this respect. As to whether or not the exposure of these

mitochondria to vapors of strong oxidizing reagents is necessary to saturate the

unsaturated lipids and change them from a nonstainable to stainable form as Ralph’

reported is not known at the present.

4. Vitamin A. In a previous study’ it was shown that the presence of vitamin A

could be demonstrated in dry smears of embryonic blood and that it was localized

in mitochondria. Similar studies were carried out on smears of the fetal liver.

Vitamin A was present in the definitive erythroblasts (normoblasts) and in some

of the polychromatic primitive erythroblasts. The reaction was fairly strong and

could be localized in the ring forms as well as filaments.

�. Permanent Mitochrondrial Preparations. All of the evidence presented in the pre-

ceding sections indicates that most of the organoids in young definitive erythro-

blasts (pronormoblasts) are mitochondria. Additional evidence of a confirmatory

nature was obtained in the aniline acid fuchsin preparations. Fuchsinophilic bodies

-ring forms and filaments-were in the cytoplasm as well as over the nucleus.

For the most part they were smaller than those in supravital preparations and

unstained smears mounted in formalin. Very likely this was caused by the rigorous

fixation and subsequent heat treatment.

6. Separation of Mitochrondria from Fresh Erythroblasts. Since most of the mito-

chondria in young definitive erythroblasts (pronormoblasts) are ring, elliptical or

crescent shaped, it would be interesting to determine whether or not they maintain
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OLIVER P. JONES 977

their shape after being removed from erythroblasts. Three preliminary experiments,

patterned after the method used by Hocrr’7 for extracting mitochondria from adult

guinea pig liver, have been carried out. Six 15 day fetal livers were dissected free

from surrounding tissues and ground in a small mortar at room temperature. This

material was then suspended in; cc. of o.85 NaCl cooled to o#{176}C.and centrifuged at

500 r.p.m. for one-half hour. Both the supernatant and sediment were sampled and

examined by dark contrast phase microscopy (a. a 5 A - � X). The supernatant con-

tained many organoids and the sediment contained some intact erythrob]asts and

organoids. The supernatant was withdrawn and centrifuged at iioo r.p.m. for one

minute. A sample showed ring forms were present in top layer. The supernatant

was withdrawn and centrifuged again at 3000 r.p.m. for fifteen minutes. The super-

natant still contained a few ring forms but most of them were in the sediment. The

small packed mass was broken up in � drops of io per cent formalin. Some of this

was placed beneath a cover slip and sealed with vaseline for examination by dark

contrast phase microscopy.

Since erythropoiesis is so conspicuous in the fetal liver and since ring form mito-

chondria are numerous in erythroblasts, the chances are that the isolated mito-

chondria came more from erythroblasts rather than hepatic epithelium. It seems

to me the important thing to be gained from this observation is that mitochondria

-ring forms in particular-behave as discrete structures and resist considerable

mechanical force. Unfortunately, however, filaments did not survive this process

of isolation.

7. May-Gr�nwald-Giemsa Preparations. The observation that nuclei of various

young definitive erythroblasts were sandwiched between two layers of cytoplasm

containing many mitochondria quite naturally led to the question of what was

their appearance in dry-fixed smears stained with standard hematologic dyes.

Since it was known that light areas in basophilic cytoplasm represent negative

images of underlying mitochondria,tm it was felt that a somewhat similar picture

might be obtained over the nuclear area. Before describing these recent observa-

tions, there are a few points which should be mentioned with respect to work pre-

viously done on human fetal livers.’7 In both previous and present studies, the

methods of preparing and staining dry imprints of fetal liver were identical. In

1935, my attention was focused almost exclusively on the chromatin-its size,

shape, distribution and staining affinity.tm5 The same light areas which are about

to be described and discussed were all considered as parachromatin-interchromatic

nuclear spaces. My most extensive description was as follows: “The parachromatin

is faintly acidophilic producing a light pink tinge.” However, in the case of pro-

megaloblasts from pernicious anemia bone marrow the description was slightly

more detailed.’8’9 It was that, “There is quite a large amount of parachromatin

which is in the form of curved areas. The small masses of chromatin which are

separated by curved areas of parachromatin are uniformly distributed throughout

the nucleus.”

An examination of the light areas in the basophilic cytoplasm showed that there

was considerable variation in their size, shape and distribution. This is illustrated

in figure �a, which represents a transitional stage between the mesenchyme and
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978 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE VS. NUCLEAR PATTERN

pronormoblast. In the area between the nuclear membrane and the arrow there are

negative images of mitochondria having the shape of filaments, short rods, spheres

and ring forms. No forms are present in this area for which counterparts cannot be

discovered over the nuclear area. This is also true for the reticular lymphocyte

I
FIG. �. Photomicrographs of definitive erythroblasts (normoblasts) as seen in dry smears stained with

May-Grunwali-Giemsa. Magnification i8�o diameters. Unlabeled cell is a polychromatophilic primitive

erythroblast for comparison. All others are young definitive erythroblasts (normoblasts) from i� day

embryonic rat liver. Arrows point to light areas--negative images of mitochondria-discussed in text.

Photomicrographs were made by M. D. Diedrich.

illustrated by Sundberg and Downey2#{176} in their figure 9. The difficulty, however,

lies in the fact that contrast between the negative images and their surroundings in

this location is not as great as it is in the hasophilic cytoplasm that lies beyond

the nuclear membrane. This unquestionably is one of the reasons why hematolo-
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gists have never or rarely doubted that all of the so-called parachromatic areas

were entirely of nuclear origin. The other reason, of course, is that hematologists

did not know freshly dried blood smears preserve cytoplasmic detail to an extra-

ordinary degree.i

If some of the so-called parachromatic areas are of cytoplasmic origin, then it

should be possible to find cells with negative images of mitochondria straddling

the nuclear membrane. The cell in figure 5b is of interest because a filamentous light

area extends from the cytoplasm beyond the flattened nucleus, across the nuclear

membrane and continues over the nuclear area. In this cell, ring forms were also

trapped between the nucleoli and cover slip. In figure �c the arrow points to a cyto-

plasmic area in a pronormoblast which contains quite a few ring and elliptical

farms. Similar forms, negative images, may be seen resting on the edge of the nuclear

membrane while others are over the nuclear area. If these light areas are described

with respect to the chromatin, it may indeed by said that there is sharp demar-

cation between them. This is a characteristic which for many years has been claimed

for young erythroblasts and other myeloid cells. Figures 5d and �e represent either

late pronormoblasts or early basophilic normoblasts. In figure 5d, opposite the

pointer, there is a filamentous light area which extends from the cytoplasm that

lies beyond the nuclear membrane and continues over the nuclear area. In figure

a similar condition exists but instead of one there are three such areas. Similar

negative images, presumably of mitochondria, are shown in figure io of the

article by Sundberg and Downey.2’

These observations indicate that not all of the so-called parachromatic areas in

lymphoid cells studied thus far are of nuclear origin. Many of these light areas-

differing in size, shape and distribution-represent the negative images of mito-

chondria which have been impressed into the nucleus by drying and fixation. In

other words, the nuclei of these cells have at least two entirely different substances

which are light staining: one the oxychromatin and the other negative images of

organoids.

In a previous section (B �) it was shown that the distribution of organoids, mito-

chondria for the most part, varied in the layers of cytoplasm on either side of nuclei

of cells in dry smears mounted in 10 per cent formalin. When dry smears are stained

with one of the Romanowsky dyes, methyl alcohol fixation produces some shrink-

age, and mitochondria above and below the nucleus are impressed into it. Hence,

in a critical morphologic examination, it might make a difference whether prepa-

rations are on slides or cover slips. In the former, a free and slightly convex surface

is examined first, whereas in the latter it is the flattened surface in contact with the

glass which is examined first. This might influence the appearance of optical sec-

tions just beneath these levels. In order to study both sides of these erythroblasts,

small square cover slip preparations were mounted in dante on larger 2.4 X 6o mm.

cover slips. Negative images of mitochondria over the nuclear area were studied

and sketched to show their distribution. In some cells, which were transitions

between mesenchyme and pronormoblasts, it was possible to show that the nuclear

area had four distinct regions depending upon the shape and distribution of the

mitochondria as represented by negative images. This gave the chromatin a differ-
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980 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE VS. NUCLEAR PATTERN

ent appearance in each region. In some, the filamentous and short rodlike mito-

chondria made the chromatin appear as it it was broken up by crevices. (The draw-

ing of a hematopoietic reticular cell, figure 7 in an article by Sundberg,2’ has a

similar pattern.) In others, the ring and elliptical forms gave the chromatin a chain

or droplet effect. When ring forms were in a horizontal position it was possible to

see chromatin through their central area. if these “doughnuts” were in basophilic

cytoplasm, then their centers would appear blue. Quite naturally, if it were not

known that dry smears preserve organoids which are impressed into the nucleus

and appear as negative images, then it would be justifiable to describe these several

chromatin patterns within a single cell as being intrinsically nuclear. Sundberg and

Downey2#{176} have described myeloblasts and retucular lymphocytes with three or

more types of chromatin arrangement within a single cell.

By turning these preparations over, the other sides of cells were examined.

Differences between the two sides were so slight that they could not be ascertained

without knowing which side of the cell was being examined first. The reason for

this is very likely that the shrinkage which accompanies methyl alcohol fixation

tends to decrease distances between organoids in the two layers of cytoplasm on

either side of the nucleus. Hence, optical sections through the nucleus would in-

clude nearly all organoids impressed into the nucleus. It was felt, however, that

negative images of mitochondria impressed into the nucleus on the flattened surface

adjacent to the cover slip were perhaps better defined.

8. Comment. Although all of the foregoing observations were made on ervthro-

blasts from rat fetal livers, enough human fetal liver material was examined to

show that in general the same conditions obtained. Lymphoid cells from adult rat

lymph nodes were studied in supravital and dry smear preparations by brightficld

microscopy, and in supravital and unstained io per cent formalin preparations by

phase microscopy.

DIscussIoN

Prior to i�oo all lymphoid cells were grouped together, since most hematologists

were unable to find any differences between those of the marrow and lymphocytes

in normal circulating blood.22 Naegeli23 was the first hematologist to recognize

and describe a characteristic chromatin arrangement in marrow cells. This was a

uniform netlike structure present in small as well as large myeloblasts. And, as

Downey22 pointed out, it is the most permanent and reliable characteristic of the

myeloblast which has survived until the present. Accurate descriptive terminology

was more or less lacking in the field of morphologic hematology until Pappenheim24

set a standard which is still accepted by many hematologists. He defined spongio-

plasm, paraplasm (hyaloplasm), parachromatin (karyoplastin), and chromatin

with respect to their appearance in dry smears. The first three were grouped to-

gether and called plastin substances because they differed from chromatin by never

taking up methyl green. Pappenheim made the keen observation, which almost

seemed to be a law, that tinctorial reactions of the paraplasm ana parachromatin

paralleled each other. When this was applied to erythroblasts, he maintained that

since staining of paraplasmatic hemoglobin paralleled that of the parachromatin,
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it suggested an intimate genetic relationship because the former grew and changed

tinctorially at the expense of the latter. He concluded that parachromatin or the

interchromatic nuclear spaces were not produced merely by transilluminating

plasmatic hemoglobin of the plasmatic cell circumference (i.e., cytoplasm above

and beneath the nucleus in a dry smear), because they were also found in the torn

out and displaced erythroblastic nuclei. Although Pappenheim may have been in

error regarding the exact relationship between light areas in the cytoplasm and

nucleus, he at least doubted momentarily that parachromatin was entirely of

nuclear origin.

Pappenheim, Schridde, Naegeli, Ferrata, Downey and others, including the

present author, have repeatedly emphasized that dry-fixed smears bring out the

finer structural details of the nucleus which are important for the identification and

interpretation of lymphoid cells which have not developed specific cytoplasmic

characteristics. It has been generally accepted by all of these men that descriptions

of nuclear detail, pattern, or structure have referred to intrinsic characteristics

of flattened nuclei. To be sure, specific and azurophilic granules, and Auer bodies

may have been either over or under a given nucleus, but these presented no problem

because they were visible and readily recognized as such. Some hematologists must

have pondered the fate of the cytoplasm in a more or less spherical cell which was

subsequently flattened and dried. Likewise, some hematologists must have won-

dered what happened to the organoids when cells were smeared and dried. These

questions quite naturally had to remain unanswered until the development of

proper cytologic, cytochemical and optical technics paved the way for their explo-

ration.’ Even before these technics were utilized, Dr. E. R. Hayes of our depart-

ment suggested that a possible solution might be to make smears on celloidin or

some plastic substance and section them.

The present study is the natural outgrowth of a problem originally undertaken

to determine the nature of the so-called hyaloplasm.’ Investigation of various

lymphoid cells with leptochromatic nuclei has shown that the thin layers of cyto-

plasm on either side of a flattened nucleus contain organoids in variable quantities.

These were impressed into the intervening nuclear material during the drying and

fixing processes in making a smear or imprint of hematopoietic tissue. When stained

with Romanowsky dyes, the organoids-chiefly mitochondria-appeared as nega-

tive images over the nuclear area, just as they did in the basophilic cytoplasm.

Unfortunately, it was impossible to separate readily all light areas of cytoplasmic

origin within the nuclear area from those produced by intrinsic properties of the

nucleus-oxychromatin in particular. All light staining material within the nu-

clear area. as seen in dry smears, has been described previously as either parachro-

matin’824 or karyoplasm.2m’ 25 Since the evidence derived by studying blood cells

with several technics indicates that cytoplasmic organoids may also contribute to

the production of these light areas, it seems necessary to define the term nuclear

structure.

Fundamentally,the morphologic basis for nuclear structure during interphase

should include the nuclear membrane, chromatin reticulum, 1mm, nucleoli, and

karyoplasm or nuclear juice. It should be an interrelation of the parts as dominated
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by the general character of the whole. For practical purposes, the distribution of

chromatin may be determined by using suitable basic dyes. However, in order to

ascertain the true distribution of chromatin, the Feulgen reaction for desoxyribose

nucleic acid must be used to exclude the possibiJity of other nucleic acids taking on

basic dyes. Recent studies by Mirsky and Ris26 indicate there may be a definite

chemica’ difference between basichromatin and oxychromatin. The proposed

definition of nuclear structure would apply to cells seen in histo’ogic sections,

optical sections of moist fixed smears, living cells and dry fixed cells mounted in

aqueous media for phase microscopy.

This definition would not apply to lymphoid cells in the present study because

the appearance of their nuclei was altered by the presence of organoids-chiefly

mitochondria-contained in the thin layers of cytoplasm on either side of flattened

nuclei as seen in dry smears. These structures appeared as negative images impressed

into both sides of flattened nuclei. The extent of this alteration depends upon the

type, amount and distribution of organoids present at that particular time. The

picture thus presented is a pattern in the nuclear area produced by flattening the

nucleus between overlaying and underlying organoids within thin layers of cyto-

p’asm. This pattern is an arrangement of the parts that suggest a design. Therefore,

unless one is absolutely certain that the nucleus has not been so influenced, it would

be more appropriate to speak of the nuclear pattern of cells as seen in dry smears

rather than the nuclear structure. Of course, the nuclei of all cells will not be so

influenced by organoids because as they mature, as in the case of erythroblasts,

there is a gradual diminution of cytoplasmic constituents. Hence, when an ortho-

chromatic normoblast is examined the chances are that its nucleus was flattened

between two layers of cytoplasm containing very few or no organoids to influence

the parachromatic pattern. There is another aspect of this problem which has not

been explored, namely, that slight differences in nuclear structure as seen in sec-

tioned material may become accentuated when these more or less spherical bodies

are flattened. Nuclear pattern must include intranuclear as well as extranuclear or

cytopiasmic components. This tends to offset Maximow’s criticism27 that, “The

minute differences of the nuclear structure, seen only in dry smears, might very well

depend merely on the differences of external conditions, encountered by the cell

in the various places and the various stages of development of the body.”

Although it is necessary to have phase equipment to duplicate the present results,

such equipment is not essentiai to check in general some of them. For example, by

using either oblique lighting, or decreasing the condenser diaphragm, or a com-

bination of these, or by dark field illumination, it is possible to determine that

certain organoids are above the nucleus in mounted unstained dry smears. These

methods, unfortunately, tell us nothing regarding finer details of these structures.

Furthermore, if inquisitive hematologists had been really interested in determining

the fate of mitochondria in dry smears, they could have arrived at the same con-

clusions through correlative studies of supravital material, Schridde and Freifeld

preparations (methods outlined in Naegeli25) and dry smears. For example, in the

recent studym on the relation of mitochondria to the so-called hyaloplasm the

major conclusions were drawn from dry smear, supravital, aniline acid fuchsin,
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Sudan black and antimony trichioride preparations before phase microscopy was

used. The latter, however, clinched the argument. It may be shown eventually that

the dry smear method preserves mitochondria better than any of the accepted

technics. At least it may now be said that good dry smears preserve mitochondria

in lymphoid cells with an unexpected degree of accuracy.

it should not be difficult for hemopathologists and clinical hematologists to

think also in terms of cytoplasmic activity when interpreting various cellular

responses, because undoubtedly a number of differences in nuclear pattern which

they have studied have been due in some measure to organoids above and beneath

flattened nuclei. In other words, part of their interpretations of altered ceilular

functional activity probably have been due to cytoplasmic conditions superimposed

on nuclear ones. Since cytologists have shown there is a greater correlation between

cellular function and the cytoplasm than between it and the nucleus, it means that

by studying nuclear patterns in lymphoid cells we have a reflection of the nuclear

as well as cytoplasmic alterations due to functional or metabolic activity.5 We have

been studying cytoplasmic alterations unknowingly for a long time (fifteen years

in my case) and have inadvertently credited the functional activity of lymphoid

blood cells almost entirely to nuclear metabolism with little or no credit to the

basophilic cytoplasm and its negative images of underlying mitochondria. This

interpretation in no way detracts from the role the nucleus has as a primary

center of control in cellular metabolism and the importance of its organization.2

The results of the present study indicate that the dry smear method of studying

immature blood cells produces nuclear patterns formed by the sum total of nuclear

and cytoplasmic alterations. It seems to furnish a more sensitive indication of what

a cell is doing than any other single known technic. For years, the neo-unitarians

have, in many instances, more or less bridged the gap between the unitarians and

the extreme polyphyletists (supravitalists). The reason is now more apparent than

ever before. The unitarians or monophyletists relied chiefly on the use of tissue

sections, hence they studied nuclear structure. (In this connection, it should be

noted that Mirsky and Ris’#{176}have recently isolated chromosomes from interphase

nuclei of fish erythrocytes and lymphocytes of calf thymus.) The supravitalists

have relied primarily upon alterations of the cytoplasm and very little upon nuclear

structure. There is some doubt as to whether or not they even studied all of the

structures in certain cells.’-” Certain supravital dyes like pinacyanol stain the

nucelus as well as the mitochondria but nuclear patterns are not produced because

mitochondria are not impressed into the nucleus. The neo-unitarians and dualists

have been observing and describing differences due both to the nucleus and cyto-

plasm, especially in lymphoid cells. It is to their credit to have recognized that

something was producing differences in nuclear pattern, even though it evaded

detection until new technics clarified the contributing role of the cytoplasm. The

present studies offer an explanation why Downey,22 and later Sundberg and

Downey,’8 concluded that the dry smear or imprint method “revealed minute but

significant differences which are lost through the use of other techniques.” But it

must be remembered that there exists an “extreme variability of the morphological

characteristics of any one cell type.’ ‘20 As a consequence we must pay more atten-
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984 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE VS. NUCLEAR PATTERN

tion to nuclear pattern than we have in the past and we must give even more con-

sideration to the range of variation of these patterns. Pappenheim3’ also recognized

the importance of the latter.

The concept developed in this paper that nuclear pattern is a reflection of nuclear

and cytoplasmic alterations should be applied to other cells in other conditions.

Klemperer’2 mentioned that “Every discovery of a structural detail in the cell

arouses the question as to its functional significance.” He also deplored the fact

that cytologic investigations on mitochondria require a highly developed technic.

The present approach may be useful in studying certain aspects of cellular path-

ology. It would be instructive to determine how much of the nuclear pattern of

immature leukemic cells is due to cytoplasmic constituents. In this connection, it

should be pointed out that Lewis” suggested the derivation of malignant cells from

normal ones might possibly be due to cytoplasmic alteration. Later, Potter34

studied-extracellularly--certain enzymes associated with cytoplasmic components

and as result advanced his enzyme-virus theory of cancer. Shortly afterwards,

Woods and DuBuy reported that virus diseases, variegational diseases and cancer

in plants may be related through changes in mitochondrial equilibria. Although

metastatic tumor cells in hematopoietic tissues might prove to be suitable material

for studying the role of the cytoplasm in the production of nuclear pattern, there

may be some difficulty in adapting these methods to exfoliated cells from cancerous

tissues.36 Dr. Raymond Kibler37 from our laboratory has already extended many of

these studies to myeloma cells with considerable success. Sundberg2m reported that

“The uniformity of nuclear structure in both myeloblasts and lymphoblasts might

well be the result of repeated mitoses without subsequent differentiation.” Since

mitochondria are abundant in dividing cells, future studies may reveal that these

organoids are responsible for that uniform nuclear pattern. This may also explain

why hematologists have observed that the demarcation between the chromatin

and parachromatin becomes more distinct in immature lymphocytes. The role of

the lymphocyte in acute inflammation38 should be reinvestigated. It is very likely

that the increased hyaloplasm is not due to inbibition or cellular edema, but rather

to an increase in the number of mitochondria as a result of accelerated functional

activity. It would also be interesting to reconstruct the changes in lymphocyte

nuclei as they transform to macrophages and determine the role played by the

cytoplasm.38 And finally, dry smears of tissue cultures may be suitable for similar

analyses �

SUMMARY

i. Lymphoid cells from rat and human fetal livers and adult rat lymph nodes were

studied by means of various cytoiogic, cytochemical and optical technics.

i. Freshly dried smears preserve cytoplasmic detail with an extraordinary degree

of accuracy.

3. Mitochondria, both numerous and pleomorphic, are preserved in the cyto-

plasm which lies beyond the nuclear membrane as well as in the thin layers of

cytoplasm above and beneath the nucleus.

4. In dry-fixed preparations stained with Romanowsky dyes, mitochondria
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appear as negative images (light areas) in basophilic cytoplasm. These negative

images within the nuclear area contribute to the formation of what hematologists

in the past have described as parachromatin.

�. The dry smear method of studying lymphoid blood cells produces nuclear pat-

terns formed by the sum total of nuclear and cytoplasmic alterations which reflect

functional activity.

6. The meaning of the terms nuclear structure and nuclear pattern have been

contrasted.

ADDENDUM

Dr. Arnold Lazarow recently called my attention to’ the fact that other cytoplasmic constituents

have been preserved in air dried smears of hepatic tissue. Paul Ehrlich (Ztschr. f. kIm. Med. 6: 43,

1883) anticipated by this method the results found later by the more elaborate freezing-drying tech-

nic. Ehrlich observed the homogeneous distribution of glycogen in liver cells.
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